Mutually Exclusive Layers

DID YOU KNOW . . . you can make display of layers within a group mutually exclusive?

What Mutually Exclusive Layers Give You

- Intuitive interface for inexperienced user
- Ability to switch between layers without hiding/unhiding or changing drawing order

Before making layers mutually exclusive, all visibility boxes are checked and all legend samples are shown (right).

After turning the feature on, the visibility box is checked only for the active layer and only its legend is shown.

Click on another layer in the LegendView and it is immediately displayed.

How to Get Mutually Exclusive Layers

- Click on the Settings icon for a group or choose Settings from the Display menu in the Display Manager window when there is no layout added.
- Click on the Special tab and toggle on the “Layers are mutually exclusive” button.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

See the tutorial booklet entitled:

Designing Electronic Atlases